
This month's “Optical Entrepreneur” is the
first in a two-part series about positioning a
company to target a profitable market.

W hat is it about successful ideas and
products that make them success-

ful? They’re in the right place at the right
time. Where is the right place? It’s all
about customers and how they perceive
your product and the competition.
People “see” products relative to a series
of attributes. Certain groups of attributes
may be correlated. In some cases, cus-
tomers believe a correlation exists when it
does not. People often assume, for exam-
ple, that cost and quality are correlated,
but a technologically innovative solution
may offer higher quality at a lower cost.

In evaluating a series of widgets, for
example, a prospective customer may
make a choice based on cost, reliability
and precision. Think about each widget
occupying a point in a three-dimensional
space (Fig. 1). Each widget, including
yours, has an implicit value in the
prospective customer’s mind along each
axis. Relative to the other widgets, your
widget may be perceived as “low cost,”
“high reliability” and “low precision.”
That’s its position—but is it the right
one?

Just as every widget has its own posi-
tion in the mind of the customer, there is
a point in that space that defines the posi-
tion of the “ideal” widget, the one the
customer would really like to buy. If the
customer needs a widget that is highly
precise and extremely reliable, being in
the right place means having a widget
that meets those requirements. In this
case, the low-cost, highly reliable and
low-precision widget is a non-starter.
While this sounds obvious, countless
inventions are brought to market only to
fail because the inventor didn’t under-
stand the position of the “ideal” widget,
the one the customer wanted to buy.

Some consumer goods companies
spend hundreds of thousands of dollars
conducting research to determine how
their customers perceive specific groups
of products relative to one another, as
well as what constitutes the “ideal” prod-
uct within that set. The key point is that
successful products result when develop-
ers learn what prospective customers
want and how well they believe existing
alternatives satisfy those needs.

There are a number of ways to learn
from your prospective customers. Focus
groups of six to ten people can be effec-
tive when several potential customers are
located in or near the same city. One-on-
one interviews may be more appropriate
when prospects are spread across the
country or when the market is highly

competitive or steeped in trade secrets
and protected intellectual property. In
any case, the questions that need to be
answered are the same. You want to con-
firm the existence of an opportunity, or
in other words, that no alternative exists
at the “ideal” position. You want to
understand the limitations of current
alternatives in quantitative terms (i.e.,
yields, product performance, product
cost, lost sales, etc.) and, conversely, the
value of an alternative positioned at or
closer to the customers’ ideal. Finally, you
want the customers’ assessment of where
your concept falls relative to the ideal and
what can be done to position it better.
You need to go back from time to time to
confirm that your models, prototypes
and pre-production units hit the mark,
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Figure 1. Existing products are perceived as either “low precision/high reliability” (A and C) or
“high precision/low reliability” (B, D, and E). Customers don’t differentiate these alternatives
on price. There is an opportunity to give customers what they really want. Their “ideal” (I) is
“high precision/high reliability”.
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that no requirements have been ignored
and to evaluate possible design trade-offs.

A key concept in positioning is differ-
entiation, or distinguishing a product
from alternatives already available to
prospective customers. A real opportu-
nity exists when there is no product with
a position close to the customers’ ideal. If
the position of the customers’ ideal prod-
uct is “low cost/high quality,” and the
only available alternatives are “low
cost/low quality” and “high cost/high
quality,” there is an opportunity to com-
mercialize a product that more closely
meets the customers’ ideal.

An important point is that people do
not buy technology simply because it is

newer or better. They buy products or
components that best meet a need or
solve a problem. Technology may be the
reason you can position a product as “low
cost/high quality.” You may need to
explain the technology to win credibility
and buyer acceptance. In the final analy-
sis, however, technology is just a way of
getting to the right place.

There are also opportunities for differ-
entiation when one or more existing
alternatives share the position of the
prospective customers’ ideal product. To
return to the widget example, the ideal
product customers wanted was “highly
precise” and “extremely reliable.” The fact
that customers failed to differentiate

among available alternatives relative to
cost indicates that there wasn’t enough of
a cost difference to be meaningful. Here,
the opportunity is to introduce a product
with a meaningful cost differential. If
there are a number of “me-too” alterna-
tives that are all equal in precision, relia-
bility and price, then a highly precise,
extremely reliable and meaningfully
lower priced product should be extremely
successful.

In next month's column, the author explores
the relationship between positioning and
niche markets.
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People often assume that cost and quality are 
correlated, but a technologically innovative 
solution may offer higher quality at a lower cost.  


